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Elle Decoration
House exchange  to  dream  for…

This is the latest trend of the moment: exchange your home for a couple of weeks in return for an
apartment in New York, Rome or a mansion at the other edge of the world. New locations and highend luxury homes will make sure that your ultimate holiday dream becomes possible.
“Exchange  a  large  villa  in  Bali  for  a  beautiful  apartment  in  Saint-Germain-des-Pres”.  Better  than  a  
5-star hotel or a snobbish mansion to rent, the swap of luxury houses is the most cutting-edge
service in the holiday business. In fact, the concept originated in the 50s when researchers
travelling around the world were on the look for places to spend their vacations at. Today, the
internet has opened up the borders to many more travellers in the world.
As a form of evidence, we will look at some of the newest websites that have recently flourished
across the internet. To begin with, 3RD HOME is an English website invented in 2010 which
currently allows its members to exchange around 2000 VIP properties in more than 70 countries.
In order to become a member and be able to exchange your property for a mansion at the Wakatipu
lake in New Zealand, decorated by one of the most reputable architects, Steven Lawson Architects,
or a rather royal mansion in Kenya, the properties have to meet the rigorous selection criteria of
the website: an excellent geographical location, ultra stylish interiors, great   member’s   profile  
and…pay  an  entrance  fee  of  2,500  dollars.  Giles  Adams,  the  President  of  the  website,  says:  “We  are  
trying to meet any expectations of our members which range from a skiing trip to Colorado to
discovering a new destination which is completely  unknown”.    A  bit  less  private,  Home  Exchange  
is another pioneer in the property swapping service that aspires to be equally luxurious through
their service extension Home Exchange Gold. With a registration fee that is more expensive and
demanding than on its original website, members are able to view beautiful Parisian penthouses
with views over the Eiffel Tower, a minimalist chalet in Tyrol or an extravagant villa at the peak of
the Austrian Alps.
“What  drives  these  wealthy  owners  to  prefer  a  property exchange when their homes are incredibly
high  end?”  For  Alexandra  Origet  du  Cluzaeu,  the  Director  of  Communications  at  Home  Exchange,  
the  answer  came  in  the  form  of  a  question:  “What  can  be  more  exclusive  than  living  in  an  ultraprivate property without  the  need  to  actually  buy  it?”  Giles  Adams  adds  that:  “People  want  to  profit  
from their households as well, preferring to exchange their homes with individuals that are similar
to them and therefore more trustworthy rather than renting it to complete strangers”.  The  strong  
community feeling served as the start-up basis of yet another home exchange website, Behomm,
created  by  a  group  of  Spanish  designers.  “We  got  tired  of  surfing  the  web  in  an  ocean  of  options  
that  rarely  met  our  tastes”  tells  Eva  Calduch, the co-founder  of  the  site,  “This  is  where  our  idea  to  
create  a  platform  exclusively  dedicated  for  designers,  architects  and  artists  came  from…members  
with whom we share a similar aesthetic affinity and whose places of living, without being
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necessarily luxurious, resonate with us. Started a year ago, Behomm, accessed by invitation only,
today has more than 750 houses owned by architects and designers, some of which have decorated
and  crafted  the  houses  themselves.  “Because  the  members  are  from  the  same  background, they
very  often  become  close  friends”  adds  Eva.  Affinity,  trust,  same  perspective  on  beauty…isn’t  this  
the real value of luxury?
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